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P6 (2K20) - It is not Joy that makes us grateful. It is
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6 Appreciation
Mrs Chen
Dear P6s,
It's been a wonderful week for me, to be able to read your
sharing. I miss seeing your faces along level 4 corridor, I miss
seeing you at the canteen, BBC and TAT. I am thankful to your
Form Teachers who have been telling me about you and your
progress. Your subject teachers have been conducting live or
of ine lessons during HBL, what you may not see, is the hard
work, efforts and sacri ces they made for these to happen.
I am thankful to know that you are trying also your best at home.
From not knowing how to PDF your documents, to now being
able to submit work on google classrooms seamlessly. We
struggle with having to share devices with our family members,
zoom with background noise at home and many more. With
these disruptions, we grow, we become stronger and more
resilient.
During the school holidays, please continue to take care of
yourselves and your family members as we play our part as a
nation to stay home and stay safe. Every Singaporean plays a
critical part to the success of this circuit-breaker. This will form
an important chapter in our nation's history and I am proud to
play my part.

Thank you Frontline Workers!
I am thankful that frontline workers are working hard and lost
time spending with their familyShao Feng 6A

Thank you so much frontline workers ! :D
yao rui 6A

Thank you for setting up HBL and all the assignments that I have
done. You have done a lot for all my classmates and me. Thank
you for everything you have done, still zooming us even though
you are tired. #SGUnited
Marcus Man
6 Appreciation

Dear teachers, thank you for making our
learning go on.
Zuha

Joelle Tan, 6 Appreciation.
Dear frontline healthcare workers,

Dear healthcare workers ,
THANK YOU for taking care of those patients who have covid 19
and other patients . But don't be too tired !

Thank you all for staying strong and showing care for us all.You
have done a big part and I am de nitely and genuinely grateful
for that.

THANK YOU!
STAY SAFE & BE HEALTHY!!!
~LOO WAN XUAN
6 APPRECIATION

Thank you frontline workers for battling this
crisis.All nurse and docters have really work
over time to battle this.
Jun Woon

Jeriel Soh 6A
Dear Healthcare Workers,
Thank you for helping patients and saving lives during this
period. With this, we can overcome this virus.

Dear Teachers,

6 Bravery
There is always something to be thankful
for.
I feel thankful towards...
Mrs Quek, Mr Lim, Mdm Leng and Mrs Koh for keeping us
motivated through their words of appreciation

Creative colleagues who shared their ideas freely and are still

Dear frontline workers, thank you!!!
Tan Wen Xin

sharing so that we can roll out our learning packages.
My pupils for being so patient with one another, helpful and
diligent. I have witnessed you grow as responsible individuals.
You are more independent than before. You are more gracious
than before. Your sense of togetherness moves me. Nobody gets
left behind at each Zoom session. :) Mrs Chung appreciates all
the little things you did to make things work!

Thank you frontline workers! :>
Thank you frontline workers! Even though all of us are working
from home, you guys are still out there, helping the infected.
Hopefully the virus will quickly go away so our lives will be back
to normal.
rachel wong , 6B ~

Supportive parents who recti ed technical issues faced during
HBL with patience and commitment
Please stay safe and healthy so that our frontline healthcare
workers need not have to worry about us. Take care, everyone!
We will meet again when school reopens!:)
Love,
Mrs Chung

Thank you teacher:)
thank you for setting work online for us to continue doing our
work and letting us learn new things everyday even thought we
are not at school. :D
~ezanne

💗

Thank You Frontline healthcare workers
Thank you frontline workers!
Thank you so much frontline workers!I really look up to you
guys.You guys are de nitely real heros! You make huge sacri ces
for us and I really appreciate that!
-natalie tan
6 Bravery

Thank you Frontline Workers!

Thank you for all that you have done and are still doing. The
sacri ces you make every day and especially during this
pandemic. Your dedication, commitment and courage deserve
our deepest gratitude and admiration in this unprecedented
crisis. Stay safe!
Serlene 6B

Thank you frontline workers,
Thank you frontline workers for everything
that u have done!

for working hard to help us ght covid
Wei Le 6B

Gracia 6B

Dear teachers,
Thank you for making zooming a fun learning time and your
patience for everything.
Stay safe and healthy!!!
~Heng Lei
~6Bravery

Thank you Teachers!

Thank you teachers for teaching as even when we can't go to

I am thankful for you making sure we continue learning every
day .
Phoebe Ong 6B :D

school.
/(@0@)/ /(*0*)/ /(^0^)/
THANK YOU

Dear teachers,

THANK YOU TEACHER

Lioneil Low,

Thank you for all your hard work burning the midnight oil for
preparing for HBL lessons the next day for us to have a fruitful

Thank you.

day of learning ahead. Hope you all stay safe & healthy!
# SGUNITED

Dear front line workers, thank you for putting your lives at risk

#MBSUNITED
Ayden Chua

to help those in need. Stay safe!

6 Bravery

Carol Chong
6 Bravery

Dear healthcare workers,
I am thankful to you helping take care of the patients.At the
same time putting you in slight danger of getting the virus.
Kimmi Kho
6 Bravery

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for putting so much efforts in doing the HBL lessons
and zoom lessons for us and the people that packed mask for
people that need them and packing food for people in need.
Don't go out unnecessarily!
#SG Unite
~Heidi
6 Bravery

Dear teachers
Thank you for still creating a joyful HBL lessons for us.
hope you are safe and healthy
Sarah Toh
6 Bravery

Thanks to everyone for helping!
There is a lot of time put in for the teachers to put work on sls
and using up their time for zoom and making sure we learnt
what we are supposed to learn.
Also I would like to thank the people at food from the heart for
also using their own time to pack all the food for the needy
people. Another group of people i want to thank, is the people on
tiktok they packaged hand sanitsers and a few other stuff to give
to give to people around Singapore.

dear NTUC staff
thank you for still selling food and other
TangBinghui

Dear frontline workers and teachers,thank
you for working long hours and coming up
with hbl. yeet
Dear teachers,

Stay safe! Don't go out unnecessarily!
From Coleman
6 Bravery

Thank you everyone!
To everyone who have to work during these tough times, thank
you! While the majority of us stay home, you still work and
provide for us. All of you put in a lot of hard work to help us by
having food to eat, and have our groceries. Thank you to our
healthcare workers for working hard and sacri cing your time
with your family members to help our country ght the virus.

Thank you for putting so much effort in teaching us online and
in sls.I have learned quite a few things.

Let's all be grateful for everyone around us helping us through
these times!
Victoria Lim, 6B

~Denise Teo

Dear parents
Thank you for helping me with my homework whenever i don't
understand the questions. <3
~ Tan Wen Ting

Dear teachers,

6 Compassion
Dear frontline workers

thank you for your hard work of teaching during this tough
period .I really appreciate all you have done. And I will continue
to hand in my work punctually and neatly.
~shermaine:)

Thank you for working day and night to help ght this virus for
us! Please stay safe for us while we stay home for you :)
#SGUNITED
~ Janal Ng, 6C

Dear Teachers,
Thank you specially for setting work for us and always taking the
effort to let us learn new things everyday.
¬clarisse yeoh, 6c¬

Dear Teachers
Thank you for all that u have done for us, even though we dont
hand in our work, u guys dont give up on us and always give us
another chance, thank you for burning your midnight oil while
we sleep, im sure everybody in our class appreciates it and
respects ya'll.
Stay Home Stay Safe <3
~Reagan Ang 6Compassion

Dear teachers,
Thank you for your efforts on making videos and posting work
on sls for us to learn :)
~Selene Tan 6 Compassion

Dear essential workers and frontline
workers,
Thank you for working hard to keep Singapore going and helping
to ght covid.<3

Dear Teachers,
Thank you so much for trying your best to help us in learning
during the circuit breaker.Although this is new to all of us,I hope
we can still manage to learn in this new learning environment
and stay safe!<3

Sharmaine

Name, Class to be included for post
approval

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for your patience and everything you have done.
Despite all the challenges faced, you have shown great
perseverance in zooming us. For burning midnight oil to create
an online lesson.
Let's all stay safe & healthy!
Yee Seng, 6C

6 Diligence
Dear everyone,
hi i'm chloe mak..

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for the patience you had as you needed to take the
effort to create zoom meetings and online homework just for us.
xinyi 6E
Dear Teachers,I would like to thank you for every thing you’ve
done for us,I would also like to thank the frontline workers for
trying their best to keep us safe and healthy ,thank you

Dear Frontline workers,
Thank you for your resilience and hard work in keeping

Dear Teachers,
I would like to thank the hardwork that you have done and
making this HBL more interesting to not let us feel bored.
Hence, I am very grateful and thankful what you have done for
us and the school.
Cheryll Wong 6E

Singapore safe and ghting on daily despite risking your life and
being away from your family.

Dear Teachers,

6 Excellence

I would like to thank you for teaching us during HBL despite
the situation .
~Yu Jie,6E

6 Faith
Dear Teachers,
I would like to thank you for everything you have done to keep
the learning in progress despite the current situation
now.Although this is not how we normally study in school but
you make our online learning interesting and fun.Therefore,I am
grateful for what you have done for us.

I would like to thank you for making the SLS assignment fun and
Ethan Chua, 6F

easy to do .Together , we stay united.
Kuah Leon(14)6 Generosity

I, Kaylee Mathew from 6 Faith would like to
thank my teachers for preparing HBL for us
everyday . I would also like to thank the
health care workers for taking care of the
patients. Thank you.

6 Generosity

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for making this full home based learning interesting. I
know you might have done more planning for our lessons due to
the circumstances we are having right now.
- Raymus Lim 6G

Dear Teachers, Thank you for making this home -based learning
interesting. It was a good experience. I hope that the current
situation will end soon and we can go back to school again. Elvin

Dear Teachers

Ng , 6G

I would like to thank you for making this FHBL a very meaningful
once in a lifetime experience.
Firstly I would like to thank my subject teachers who are always
there to lend a listening ear. Secondly I would like to thank Mr
Loh who adapted and changed from using google meet to zoom
when we were not able to hear him during the lesson.
Next, I would like to thank Mr Goh who marked our compo's
until 4 am and could still give me more compositions to do
which I requested before FHBL so I can improve my English.
Last but not least, I would like to thank all the teachers who
made the lesson packages on SLS .
In summary, I would like to thank all of the people who made
FHBL a wonderful once in a lifetime FHBL .

Dear Frontline workers,people working in
essential services and teachers,
Thank you for working hard during this period so that (for
frontline workers)we are healthy,(for people working in essential
services)wEe can have our grocery and food , and (for
teachers)so that we can continue our study .Thank you for your
help.

Ong I-Ho,6G

Alfredo Alexius 6 Generosity.

Dear Teachers,

Dear frontline healthcare workers,

Thank you for all the effort you have placed into the HBL
lessons. As I know that planning the lessons are already hard, the

Thank you for working hard during this situation and take care

HBL does not come easy. It really takes a lot of time to make the
lessons still as fun as how we go to school.

戴⽼师

I would like to specially thank Mr Goh, Mr Loh,
and Mrs
Chung for putting in the extra effort and time to teach us using
Zoom and Google Meet face to face in each and every lesson.
May you have a good break during the holidays
Dear Frontline workers,
I hope you will continue to stay safe and healthy while you are
taking care of other patients that are trying to ght the virus.
Hope we will give you more claps on the day we have zero

of the people who got covid-19.
#SG UNITED :)
-Alicia Wee 6G

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for making this home -based learning interesting. It
was a good experience. I hope that the current situation will end
soon and we can go back to school again.
Elvin Ng , 6G

patients in Singapore.
Dear Mrs Quek, Mr Lim, Mrs Koh, Mdm Leng and Mrs Chen,

Dear teachers,

Thank you for keeping our school a safe place to be in before the

I would like to thank you for planning zoom meetings for us. You

HBL and also cheer us on even when we are away. Please enjoy
your holidays.
Chan Chiee, 6 Generosity

Dear Teachers,

spared a thought for us Mr Loh by changing google meet into
zoom.I just want to say we appreciate that as you teachers make
our life more simple.We can be mischievous or naughty
sometimes but you never snapped at us.Thank you for making
HBL as interesting as it seemed.Thank you.#staysafe

Lim Zi Shan,
6G

Dear parents
Thank you for working hard for us to provide for us during this
tough time. Either at home or on the frontlines, I send my great

I would like to thank my teachers for providing work online for
us during HBL. It is not easy to wake up so early and mark our

thanks to you.
-Aidan Lee, 6G

assignments till late at night. I would also like to thank the health
care workers for working so hard in order to care for the people
who got infected by Covid-19. They spent long hours in the
hospital, staying up late at night to care for the patients.
Thank u!
~Rolyn Ng(6G)

Dear Teacher,
It has been tiring for you all to prepare for HBL everyday.
And to the health care worker thank you for your time helping to

Dear healthcare workers,
Thank you for working hard for Singapore and risking your lives.
Not all heros wear a cape :)

6 Humility

treat the patient.

Dear frontline workers

From,
Chew Yi Hao(4)

thank you all so much for risking your lives to take great care of

Once again thank you.

the patients that are suffering from the virus. because of the
virus , you cannot see your family so after this whole pandemic
ends, please go see them and show some love to them !
anyways, thank you so much for working hard for singapore and
for all those in need . we are all very grateful for that !! :)
to everyone reading this, stay safe !!<3
ho jing jing
6 humility

Dear frontline healthcare workers,
I would like to thank you for burning the midnight oil attending
to the sick patients,skipping most of your break time and
spending lesser time with your family. Thank you for everything
you did for the society, stay safe and healthy yourself during this
period of time!
Esther Li ,(6G)

dear frontline workers and teachers,
i would like to thank all of you for putting your time and effort to
teach us and to risk your life to save others.
- lim tze yee 6H

Dear frontline healthcare workers,
I would like to thank you for putting your best in ghting against
the corona virus and missing your family time. You also burn the
midnight oil and skip most of your breaks to take care of
patients who contracted the corona virus.Therefore, I am
grateful for what you did for us.
Ling Kheng Ying (6G)

Dear Front line Workers,
Thank you for everything you have done. You risk your lives
while taking care of those who are infected. And to those who
have played their part in this situation, thank you too. Let us all
hope that this pandemic ends soon!
~Gale Toh

Dear Frontline healthcare workers and
Teachers,
Frontline workers:
Thank you for working hard during this circuit breaker period,
risking your lives to save others everyday.
Teachers:
Thank you for providing work through SLS to allow us to
continue our P6 studies even during this circuit breaker period.
Thank you for holding regular meetings on Zoom to have faceto-face teaching and including fun videos on SLS to keep us
interested and curious.
#SG UNITED

😉

#MBS UNITED

加油!!!

😊

~Sabryna Ho 6H

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for working hard and preparing learning materials for
us students even though we are not at school.
Ethan Siew(6H)

Dear frontline workers,
Thank you for taking care of those who have the virus.
Even though you re are risk taking on this role, you still manage
to do an excellent job treating them.Hope u stay safe.
Shermaine Foo 6H

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for helping us during HBL,planning lessons through
SLS, we are grateful for your efforts to help us study during this
period and we know it is not easy for you.
Chloe Goh 6H

Dear frontline workers,
Thank you for helping us to overcome this dif cult time.:)

Ryler

Dear frontline healthcare workers...
thanks so much for your help in this situation! You put your own
lives at risk to take care of covid-19 patients. I hope you continue
to be healthy!
#StaySafe
~WuYou

Dear Teachers,
I would like to thank all of you for coming up with work for us to
do during HBL to keep us learning more during these tough
times.Thank you very much!
-Cayden Ho(6H)

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for helping us learn even though we are at home and
not in school.
Triven Chai

Dear essential workers,

Dear all,
To my teachers: thank you so, so much for helping us through
this dif cult times. You care for us and ask how we're feeling
everyday. You make sure all your work is done before taking a
well-deserved break just for us. I would like to show my

I would like to thank you all for risking your health and safety
everyday to ensure that Singapore continues to operate

gratitude to all of our teachers.

smoothly. It cannot be easy putting your life on the line daily and
as such, I extend my heartfelt gratitude to all our essential
workers like doctors, nurses, store clerks, food deliverymen etc.

To the frontline medical workers: thank you with all my heart for
working 24/7 just to contain the virus and keep everyone safe.
Singapore couldn't do without you. Thank you for keeping us

Stay safe!
-Dylan 6H
#SGUnited

safe and healthy.

#UNWA

sure we have a clean environment everyday. Thanks so much for
caring for us and helping us do things all the time. Even though
you may be tired, you continue working just for us.

Dear frontline workers,
.Thank you for everything you have done for us during this
crucial period. From helping to ensure that everyone practise
social distancing, to going down to the dormitories to swab the
forien workers, you never hesitated at the fact that you and your
family have a higher chance of getting the virus.Thank you!
~Low Li Ying (21)

To our of ce and support staff: thank you all so much for making

Thank you, everyone for caring for one another during this
dif cult time! < 3 Let's stay safe and healthy and stay home to
help contain the virus!
- kwang zirou 6h ^_^

Dear frontline healthcare workers,
Thank you for everything you have done for us and making sure
that Singapore is a safe place. You have sacri ced your family
time to help us and to make sure that we will not contract the
corona virus. THaNk yOu sO muCH! :)
Niccole Chow,6H

Dear Teachers,
I would like to sincerely thank you all for providing suf cient
work for us to complete and ful lling your duties during this
dif cult time. From the bottom of my heart, thank you for
waking up early and working late just to give us the best learning
experience. UwU
~ Crystal Tay (6H)
Stay safe.
Stay home.
#SGUNITED
#MBSUNITED

Dear Teachers,
I would like to thank you all for helping us to get ready the HBL
resources for us. I would also like to thank you all for working
tirelessly despite not having enough rest. You all have also given
us a wonderful month of learning in spite of us having to stay at
home to study. Thank you teachers!
Let's all stay safe and healthy during this period!
SG United!
~Jeff Chan [6 Integrity]

6 Integrity

Dear whoever-is-reading-this

Dear Teachers,

Firstly, I would like to thank the teachers who worked tirelessly
to prepare HBL resources for us. They also had to make sure
that there would be enough work to last us through the circuit

I would like to thank you for giving us suf cient work during
HBL to ensure that we are still learning during this period. It
must be very tiring for you to come up with the lesson packages.
Thank you very much!

breaker.

~Chan Kan Yep (6I)

I would also like to thank the healthcare workers working on the
frontlines. Not just the nurses working in the hospitals, but also
the volunteer doctors helping the foreign workers.

Dear teachers,

Lastly, I would like to thank the people who abided by the rules
of the circuit breaker and the volunteers who helped transform

Thank you for all you have done for us during this very tough
period of time. By Issyen Lim (21)
Stay safe everyone!

Expo and other places into community isolation facilities. They
could have stayed at home but they decided to help. And as for
the people who abided by the rules of the circuit breaker, this
would help Singapore a lot in curbing the spread of the virus.
Stay home, stay safe, stay healthy.
#SGUnited
#MBSYANWA
~ Josiah Lim (6I)

-HAYDEN LIM KHAI EUNSG United!!!!!
-HAYDEN LIM KHAI EUN

THANK YOU AND STAY SAFE.
Gratitude is a powerful catalyst for happiness
Thank you for the front line workers for placing their life on the

Thank you so much!
~Low Si Yun 6Integrity

line to help people who contracted the corona virus during this
pandemic. am also very thankful towards the teachers for going
all out and ding their very best to make HBL possible. In order to
make HBL possible, they work around the clock and I am very
touched by this. I would also like to thank the unsung heros as
they clean after us and help to keep our environment clean,
especially during this pandemic so that the virus would not
spread as easily. They need to go beyond of their call of duty to
help contain the covid-19 outbreaks by cleaning more than 4
times a day. Lawrence Wong,who is Member of the Parliament of
Singapore broke down while thanking the unsung heros in
Singapore. Like him, I think it has tugged on the heart strings of
many people in Singapore. Last but not least, I would like to
thank the ministers in Singapore. So as to not make their lifes
harder and increase their burden, we should all stay at home and
not hoard food. Secondly, if there is a need to go out, we ought
to wear masks so we can help them control and further curb the
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spread of this virus. If we all do our part, I am sure that we will
be able to overcome this pandemic as one nation.

Dear Teachers,

--------------------------------------------------------SG United!!!!!
-HAYDEN LIM KHAI EUN

I would like to thank you all for providing us the learning

THANK YOU AND STAY SAFE

materials and having short amounts of sleep just to complete
things for us. You ensure our well-being by taking attendance
everyday and I am really grateful. Thank you for providing us
with the same amount of work at school so our learning never
stops especially during this period. Thank you for taking that
extra step to learn about computer things(on zoom) in order to
provide us with the best learning experience we can have.
Thank you very much.
- Zhang Bingguo
6 Integrity

Dear Everyone,
I would like to thank everyone for doing your part by staying at
home. At times like this, in this society, people are still risking
their lives to tend to our daily needs, like the medical services,
where the medicals work extra hard to tend to the Convid-19's
patients. There is also the food services, where stall vendors and

Dearest teachers,
i really want to thank you for your hard work and rushing to
make hbl fun and accessible for all students. even thought you
had very short time to prepare everything, you still helped us a
lot. you wake up early just to prepare hbl for the day. i always
look forward to zooming together as i miss all my teachers and
friends. i hope we can go back to school earlier. i miss yall love
yall stay safe

🥰

Dear teachers,
thank you so much for everything you've done so far. You have
worked hard from preparing lesson packages for us every day to
making sure we feel physically and mentally alright even though
we are not in school. It must have been a lot of hard work to plan
all the lesson packages in such a short time. I really miss all my
teachers and hope they are all well.

deliverymen work harder just to earn that little money to feed
their family or get on with life. These people do not complain so
neither should we. Our teachers had put in lots of time and
effort in making sure we study well, so we should appreciate it
and do our best. Thank you! :P
~ Zoe Er (6I)
Stay safe.
Stay home for us.
#stayhomeforSG
#SGUNITED
#MBSUNITED
#staystrong

